
CONCRETE

MANAGE YOUR IMAGE.



CONCRETE
Florida Chemical manufactures cutting-edge concrete wash prod-
ucts that remove tough buildup without harming your equipment.  
We have products for every operational need, at any price point.

Liquid Hammer
Use the flagship of our line for maintaining your fleet and equipment.  Liquid Hammer is the leader 
in the industry in safety and performance.  As a non-regulated product line that is backed by years 
of data, the Liquid Hammer line is the only line of non-corrosive products on the market that will 
perform as advertised.

Hammerhead
Hammerhead concrete truck wash is designed as an acid replacement technology. Using a non-cor-
rosive buffering system, Hammerhead achieves acid efficiency with a dramatic improvement in safety.

Phos-Wash
The Phos-Wash line is a phosphoric acid concrete truck wash line designed for use when companies 
want to reduce or remove the use of harsh acids.  Phosphoric acid presents an opportunity to move to 
a safer product while maintaining the efficiencies of acids. 
 

Acid Wash
As a long time supplier to the concrete industry, Florida Chemical manufactures a wide range of 
traditional truck wash acids that can be used to clean all types of fleet equipment.
 

Concrete Truck Wash
Our concrete truck washes are similar to the Acid Wash line in the traditional acid components.  
Concrete Truck Washes make use of acid blends that create synergies to increase the performance of 
traditional single acid cleaners. 

Cab Washes
Depending on your concrete or cement removal selection, fleets can benefit from a wash and wax 
type product for the daily wash of equipment areas that do not need a removal product.  These 
washes will also add a renewed shine and gloss to your equipment.
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Listed product groups are available in 
multiple production concentrations. Please 
refer to individual product TDS or Product 
Guides to determine which solution meets 
your budgetary and performance needs. 
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